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Asmark Holds First Graduation!
Congratulations go out to the graduates of the fIrst two Emergency Response training classes held in July. These
brave men rose to the occasion and survived the grueling four days of classroom, exercises and hands-on scenarios.
A total of 144 "brave souls" will ultimately participate in the 1996 classes before September 1st. We really
appreciate all the positive comments and feedback that we received from the training evaluations and participating
management. Judging from the feedback, this course is "right on target" with the goal of teaching "overall incident
management". The 1996 classes are full, but watch for your invitation to the 1997 courses.
Welcome Additions!
We're proud to announce that Jason Roberts has joined our staff at Asmark. Jason is winding up a degree in
Agricultural Business and has worked in the equipment side of the ag industry for the past four years. We have big
expectations of Jason as he sets out to learn our business here at Asmark. Right off, Jason will be working on the
Emergency Response Plans and helping with the new Emergency Response courses.
We would also like to take this opportunity to introduce Amber Reed. Amber is an Owensboro native and will be
nisponsible for maintaining the Master MSDS & Label file and producing the facility copies of the MSDS files and
Label Applicator Manuals. The addition of Jason and Amber represents some growth, but more importantly it
addresses a need for some long range planning and training of staff.
A Few Predictions.....
It's been relatively quiet on the regulatory front since the Republicans hit town, and seeing as how it is an election
year we will probably be safe through November. We've dusted our crystal ball and thought we might see what
kind of regulatory picture it would paint for ag after the November election. We are hearing talk that the regulatory
agencies will try to make up time lost to the Republicans, regulatory reform efforts and budget constraints.
President Clinton, ifre-elected won't have too many reasons to control regulatory expansion or growth. We expect
an avalanche of "proposed" or "re-introduced" legislation once the November election is history. (Incidentally, we
believe our crystal ball to be very credible since it's one of Hillary Clinton's old ones.) Please read on for some of
the regulatory topics to heat up after the election.
Pesticide-Producing
Report Deadline
Due to the government shutdowns, the annual Pesticide-Producing Report was not due until July 26, 1996 as
opposed to the normal March 1st deadline. Please make sure that you signed and mailed your report to the EPA.
Please call Susan if you have questions.
Kentucky Containment Rule Update
The Kentucky Department of Ag has sought and received legislative authority to regulate the containment of liquid
fertilizer. With this authority, the Division of Pesticides will go forth with administrative regulation governing the
primary, secondary and operational containment for pesticides and fertilizers. Presently we anticipate the Division
using (at least in-part) the containment guidelines developed by the KFACA in the language of the regulation. The
earliest anyone could expect fmal issuance of this rule would be around the end of 1996.

Risk Management Plan (RMP)

.

As expected, EPA recently issued it's [mal rule on risk management planning to prevent or reduce the accidental
releases of 139 substances regulated under the Clean Air Act. The RMP rule will have a major impact on Farm
Centers which have anhydrous ammonia and LP gas storage. Farm Centers which have a quantity of 10,000 pounds
or more of anhydrous ammonia will be subject to the multi-tiered rules. Each facility will be required to prepare a
RMP for each identified source. The plan must be prepared in accordance with the rule and must also be submitted
to EPA for access to state and local governments as well as the public. The deadline for compliance with this rule is
June 20, 1999 and it is estimated that 66,000 facilities will be covered by the rule. EPA estimates the cost to prepare
a RMP will range from $6,000 to $30,000 for the typical facility. We have available a full text copy of the RMP
rule that can be requested by calling our office. We recommend that you take the time to request and review this
rule as it will have a significant effect on your operation.
NOTE: This paragraph will make more sense after you have reviewed the rule. We believe that most of our
customers will be classified as "Program 2" or "P2". The "P2" level requirements incorporate significant parts of
several other major rules such as OSHA's "Process Safety Management" into the RMP. The components of a RMP
include the following:

- Hazard Assessment including worst-case release analysis and accident history;

-Management Program or written procedures outlining how the facility plans
to implement the RMP;
- Prevention Program which includes training, maintenance, operating procedures,
accident investigation and periodic audit of the program;

- Emergency Response Program which includes a written plan backed by training;

- Risk Management which includes registration, release analysis data and
certification.

While this rule is extremely comprehensive and complicated, we are positioning Asmark to help you complete the
process. It's difficult to predict the [mal interpretation or outcome of some of the RMP requirements such as
,tmodeling" for the worst-case scenarios and the level of involvement in process safety management at this time.
Our plans are to wait for the final RMP interpretations, observe industry standards of compliance with this rule and
prepare the plans during the fall of 1998.
Based on information that is currently available to us, Asmark is committed to developing a "RMP" much in the
same fashion as we have tackled any other regulatory requirement that has been promulgated in the past. If at all
possible, we plan to include this service within the scope of our normal retainer contract passing along any
additional expenses for preparation of the RMP such as modeling for the worst-case scenario, outside technical
assistance and/or services. We ask that you give us a call if you have questions, comments or concerns on the
RMP's.
International
Fuel Tax Agreement (1FT A)
All states participating in 1FTA will be moving to issue a license to motor carriers of intrastate operations. These
carriers will be required to obtain a license and pay a surtax on fuel consumed on the state's public highways. The
license is required of all carriers who operate vehicles with a GVWR or licensed weight greater than 26,000 pounds,
regardless of the number of axles. (For example: KY's is known as "KIT" for Kentucky Intrastate Surtax.)
Worth Repeating
Pesticide products which are relabeled with black on orange "STOP" stickers and sold with company-specific multiproduct WPS booklets cannot be sold after October 23, 1996. Products with a green or white "STOP" sticker and
replacement labeling with WPS language can be sold without time limit. Questions?
Call EPA at 703-305-7666.
When It's All Said and Done At one time the EPA was fighting a substantial 15-16% reduction in their
budget. When it was all said and done the actual budget cut amounted to slightly over 1%, a significant victory for
the agency.

No More Written Tests!
The Department of Transportation has concluded that the written test found in the driver qualification file is
duplicative and not needed any more. The requirement for the written test has been removed from the regulations.
We were happy to discontinue the use of the written test.
More Good News!
A [mal rule (HM 222B) issued on May 30, 1996 contained some more good news. The rule which addressed some
miscellaneous changes to the Hazardous Materials Regulations extended the required training cycle for HazMat
126f training from the current two years to three years, and DOT will now allow the use of multiple emergency
response phone numbers on shipping papers.
Disposal of Old Minibulks
Facilities which have retired minibulk tanks from service are faced with the problem of disposal. Most of the
chemical manufacturers tell me they offer a "pick-up" program of some sort. Contact your representative for
details. Disposal of minibulk tanks which are not covered by a sponsor's program can usually be taken to most
landfills once they have been prepared. By "prepared" we mean the tanks have been triple-rinsed, thoroughly
cleaned and cut into 4-8 sections. Contact your local landfill for their specific requirements.
Hours of Service Update
Despite Federal exemption of the hours of service rules, some states have been more successful than others in seeing
that some form of relief was enacted at the state level. Here's a brief rundown of our customer's states.
Arkansas
Connecticut
Delaware
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Wisconsin

Maybe for 19977
Maybe for 19977
Season set for March 1st through November 30.
Previous season of February 15 through June 30.
Season set as year around.
Continues to use previous season.
Season set for March 1st through December 15.
Maybe in 19977
Season set for March 5th through November 30.
Season set for March 15ththrough December 15.
Applied for year around. Not granted yet.
Maybe for 19977
Maybe for 1997?
Applied for year around. No problems expected.
State adopted federal, will set season.
Maybe for 19977
Applied for. Not granted yet.

NOTE: The "Maybe for 1997" response represents a wide variety of reasons. This is a dead issue in some states
and others organized too late or little. Some states ran into stiff opposition. A special word of thanks goes out to
the Agricultural Retailers Association for their efforts and help with the hours of service exemption.
New Equifax Service
Asmark has signed an agreement with Equifax, Inc. to provide current motor vehicle reports (MVR) or driving
record checks. We went on-line with the new service on July 15, 1996. The new service will allow us to access
driving records immediately or at least within 24 hours (depending on the state) as opposed to the former 7 to 21
days required by mailing it to each state. The new system eliminates the need for at least one signed form and helps
itemize your billings.

NEW 1996 Emergency Response Guidebook
The new 1996 North American Emergency Response Guidebook (NAERG) is being printed and distributed
throughout Canada, Mexico and the United States. The 1996 NAERG's are different from past editions because
they have two-page "Guide" pages (orange rimmed pages) and three digit "Guide" page numbers instead of the
former two digit. Asmark has reserved 2,500 of the new books at the preprint price of $1.25 each. The use of the
new NAERG's must be coordinated with the 1997 shipping papers since all the page numbers changed. We will
take orders for the new books sometime in September. Expect delivery sometime around the flfst of November.
New York Adds Reporting Requirements
Governor Pataki signed in law a bill that requires farm centers to report sales and planned use of both restricted-use
and general use pesticides. The "Registry" is designed to provide information as to what role pesticides play in the
incidence of breast cancer. Growers are required to report only the restricted-use products.
Synergistic Effect of Pesticides
A Tulane study published in the Journal Science suggests that the combination of some pesticides magnified the
estrogenic effects of the individual chemicals on yeast cells by 160 to 1,600 times. Endosulfan is the only chemical
in the study still marketed in the U.S. If the results are confirmed in animal studies, there will be much greater
attention focused on the possible role of pesticides in breast cancer, prostate cancer, birth defects, testicular cancer
and reduced sperm counts. There has been no response from industry.
Watch For Water Issues!
Watch for the topics of drinking water, groundwater, stormwater and any other type of water quality issue to heat up
after the election. It seems everyone is interested, from the local watershed authorities clear to Washington. Backed
by several re-newed agencies, we expect a strong surge in proposed regulation affecting farmers and the
agrichemical industry.
The Paperwork Burden
According to a recent study made by the Chemical Manufacturers Association, the industry spent in 1994 about 55
million hours and nearly $3 Billion in the preparation and filing of paperwork required by the EPA alone. The
study included only the reports required to be filed federally-not those to be filed with state and local agencies.
Co..mment Period Postponed on HM-200
The deadline for the comment period for HM-200 has been postponed until August 16, 1996. DOT proposes in
HM-200 to extend the federal regulation to all intrastate transportation of hazardous materials. The current
regulation regulates only interstate shipments. State exemptions such as Illinois' would be wiped out and replaced
by HM-200. The DOT seeks uniformity between the federal and different states regulations concerning hazardous
materials. Depending on which state that you operate in, this is quite a hot topic. If you would like to make
comment and need more information on this subject prior to preparing your letter, please call our office.
Anhydrous Ammonia Being Used to Make Drugs
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) have noted an alarming trend involving illicit methamphetamine
production. Methamphetamine (also known as speed, crank or meth) is fast becoming a major drug problem in the
U.S. The DEA advises farm centers to be aware of their inventory levels and be suspicious of "leaks" as there have
been reports of instances where evidence of tampering indicated foul play. The Agricultural Retailers Association
says to protect your equipment from tampering and report any evidence of foul play to law enforcement and the
ARA.
Just in Case You Wondered
Never is a good time, but now is a particularly bad time to ship chemicals or hazardous materials via the Postal
Service, United Parcel Service or Federal Express. The recent airline crashes are not only affecting passenger
security, but also any suspicious cargo is being investigated thoroughly. Since much of the mail travels by air
today, a simple shipment could result in some huge problems.

